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1 SummaryIn this memo, the ground alibration data for the wings of the Chandra point spread fun-tion are onsidered. CoeÆients for �ts to \2W1(f)" for the four individual mirror pairsare presented in Table 1, and these �ts are ompared to the ground data in Appendix B.There is onsiderable spread between the measurements (several �0:1 dex); the perentilesenompassing the entral 68.3% of the points are plotted in Appendix C. The 2W1(f) �ts forindividual shells are evaluated as surfae brightness pro�les, and ompared to the measuredpro�les in Appendix D.Finally, a presription for ombining the individual shell 2W1(f) �ts into surfae brightnesspro�les for the full HRMA is given in Eq. 26. Beause the 2W1(f) are a measure of the surfaeroughness properties of the mirrors, the funtions may be saled to allow evaluation of thewing surfae brightness pro�les at di�erent energies. The full HRMA surfae brightnesspro�les are evaluated for several energies and presented in Fig. 1. The integrated surfaebrightness outside a radius � (an \exluded energy", the fration of the PSF outside �) wasomputed from the above pro�les and is presented in Fig. 2.The data are also presented as ASCII (RDB and HTML) tables:There remain systematis and unertainties whih need to be explored. In partiular, theexperimental on�guration resulted in a nonuniform illumination of the HRMA and theroughest parts of the mirrors (the regions near the edges) are under-illuminated; onse-quently, the pro�les are likely lower limits, partiularly at large angles. The e�et of thetilting of the HRMA in the ground test may also introdue a bias. These will be evaluated1 / 43

Chandra PSF Wingsby omparing with on-orbit data, whih are subjet to di�erent systematis. In partiular,any soure extent or sattering by intervening dust will tend to result in an overestimate ofthe true PSF wings.2 Evaluation of the Chandra PSF Wings:An Estimate from Ground Calibration DataThe Chandra High Resolution Mirror (HRMA) onsists of 4 nested Wolter type I grazinginidene optis, eah onsisting of a paraboloidal mirror (P) and a hyperboloidal mirror (H).These are referred to as \mirror pairs" or \shells" interhangeably. For historial reasons,the shells are labeled 1, 3, 4, and 6 (from largest to smallest, respetively).During the ground alibration at the X-ray Calibration Faility (XRCF), an extensive set ofmeasurements was performed in order to validate the alibration raytrae model. The wingsan experiment was designed to map out the far wings of the Point Spread Funtion, orPSF, at angles >�1 mm (about 2000 away from the ore). Beause of time onstraints, only aseleted portions of the wings ould be mapped in detail. This was aomplished by a seriesof horizontal (Y ) or vertial (Z) pinhole sans through the PSF, using pinholes with nominaldiameters of 1, 4, 10, 20, and 35 mm. Eah san was entered on the ore of the PSF, andup to 3 points were sampled to either side (i.e., �3Dap, �2Dap, �1Dap, 0, +1Dap, +2Dap,+3Dap).Quadrant shutters were used to isolate quadrants of individual mirror pairs (or shells) of theopti. Wing sans were performed at various energies for various quadrants of individualmirror pairs. The ombinations of quadrant, energy, and pinhole diameter for the singlequadrant wing sans are given in Table 2.The far wings of the PSF result mainly from sattering by the opti surfaes, primarilysattering from miroroughness. In priniple dust sattering ould also ontribute, but anydust omponent was expeted to be small beause of the leanliness of the Chandra optis,and a speial set of transverse wing sans at C-K� (0.277 keV) on�rmed that satteringfrom dust on the mirrors was not a signi�ant omponent.For grazing inidene reetion, sattering by miroroughness is predominantly in-plane withonly a small out-of-plane omponent. Consequently, Y -sans were performed for the Northand South quadrants, while Z-sans were used for the Top and Bottom quadrants; a Y -sanwas also performed at C-K� for the shell 6 bottom quadrant in order to look for out-of-planesattering resulting from any dust ontamination. (In the following, I use the terms \mirrorpair" and \shell" interhangeably.)In the ground alibration measurements for individual mirror quadrants, the HRMA was2 / 43



Chandra PSF Wingstilted in order to obtain a more nearly on-orbit inidene angle for the beam in order toobtain a better illumination of the optis. Beause the X-ray soures were at �nite distane,the beam diverged slightly; as a result, the e�etive illumination pattern on the projetedsurfae of the P opti was not uniform (as would be expeted for an ideal system with thesoure at in�nite distane). In partiular, this led to the ends of the optis (known frommirror metrology to be rougher than the middles of the optis) being less well illuminated.The intent of the ground alibration was to verify and validate a detailed raytrae model forthe optis by using detetors with absolute alibrations. The raytrae model inludes variousground testing e�ets, suh as the �nite distane to the soure, and detailed �nite-elementmehanial models of the geometrial deformation of the optis under gravity as supportedby the mirror support strutures. The baseline on-orbit alibration model ould then beobtained by replaing the 1G �nite element model with an appropriate on-orbit model (i.e.,turning o� gravity in the model).This approah has worked very well, partiularly for reproduing the overall image aberra-tions indued by the misalignments within the optis. Modeling the sattering has provenmore problemati, though. The sattering funtion is based on detailed metrology of theroughness of the optis, with 5 to 11 axial zones per opti representing the variation insurfae roughness along the opti. The middle of the opti (typially � 80%) is smoothest,with inreasing roughness toward the edges. Mirror pair 1, the largest mirrors, also havethe roughest surfaes. The sattering model is based on Kirho� salar di�ration theory.Unfortunately, the model tends to underpredit the wings of the PSF; re�nements of themodel and sattering funtion for the wings are under investigation. In this memo, I developan in interim model for the HRMA wings pro�le based diretly on the ground alibrationdata.3 General ConsiderationsBeause of the di�erenes between ground and on-orbit on�gurations, a number of system-ati e�ets ome in. In partiular:� Time limitations led to a sparse sampling for energies and mirror quadrants (see Ap-pendix A). Note that for energies higher than 4.51 keV, some mirror pairs were notmeasured at all. This is partiularly a problem at 5.41 keV; the large outermost mirrorpair still has signi�ant on-axis e�etive area (� 13% of the total); by 6.4 keV, themirror pair 1 ontribution drops to � 1:4%. Although the shell 1 e�etive area athigh energies is small ompared to the inner shells, mirror pair 1 also has the roughestsurfae.� Absolute saling of the wings: The pinhole e�etive areas were normalized with ab-3 / 43

Chandra PSF Wingssolutely alibrated detetors. However deriving the wing normalization is subjet tosystemati e�ets:{ A quadrant shutter saling fator needs to be applied. Sattering from miror-oughness is mainly in-plane, so the quadrant shutters blok � 1=2 of sattered thesattered ux for o�-axis pinholes, but only � 1=4 (� 88=360, taking into aountshutter blade overlap) of the speular ux in the on-axis pinhole entral pinholeposition (i.e., the pinhole ontaining the diret speular image of the soure).This orretion fator is thus approximately 2, but it should be modeled. Fornow, the quadrant shutter orretion fator is taken to be exatly 2.{ The optis were tilted to obtain a mean graze angle more nearly orrespondingto the on-orbit graze angle for the given mirror pair. This improves the illumi-nation pattern, but does not ompletely repliate the on-orbit onditions. Theillumination pattern varies azimuthally around the quadrant, and the graze anglevaries axially along the opti; these systematially a�et the uxes. Again, thisorretion should be modeled.� The tilt of the optis (in order to improve the illumination pattern) results in therough ends of the optis being undersampled relative to the smoother interior of theopti. It would thus be expeted that the straightforward ombination of the wingsan measurements will systematially underestimate the slope of the wings.� The losed shutters (required to isolate partiular mirror quadrants) result in signi�antvignetting by the quadrant shutter blades for far o�-axis angles. This is partiularlyimportant for the middle two mirror pairs (3 and 4) beause of their lose spaing.These onsiderations should be kept in mind.In the following, the wings are analyzed separately for eah mirror pair. All the pinholesan data are ombined for eah mirror pair and energy; pinholes are not inluded if theyare geometrially vignetted by the quadrant shutters. The resulting single-mirror-pair wingsare normalized using an on-axis measurement of e�etive area within the 35 mm diameterpinhole (or interpolated if a diret measurement is not available).3.1 Analysis StrategyFor shell s, pinhole p:
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Chandra PSF WingsR(s)p (�) = ount rate, pinhole p, (ts s�1)R(s)35mm(0) = ount rate, on-axis 35mm pinhole, full shell, (ts s�1)
(s)p = � �d(s)p =4Ff�2 = solid angle, pinhole p, ( sterad)w(s)p = pinhole orretion fator (slope of wing pro�le aross pinhole)f (s)q � 2, quadrant shutter orretion fator; sattering is mainly in-plane: o�-axis pinhole gets � 1=2 of sattered ux; on-axis pinholegets � 1=4 speular ux.Proedure:� Remove pinholes geometrially vignetted by quadrant shutters.� Evaluate the surfae brightness orresponding to eah pinhole o�-axis position, foreah shell and energy, based on the measured pinhole Ae� . This surfae brightness isnormalized to the full shell on-axis 35 mm diameter pinhole e�etive area, Ae� ;35.� From the surfae brightness, evaluate 2W (s)1 (f) for eah shell (Eq. 16).� For eah shell, �t an exponentially trunated (possibly broken) powerlaw to the the2W (s)1 (f).� From the 2W1 �ts for the individual shells, for a given energy, evaluate the surfaebrightness as a funtion of o�-axis angle (Eq. 24).� Combine the per-shell surfae brightnesses to form the total HRMA surfae brightness(Eq. 25).4 AnalysisLet R(s)p = ount rate; shell s; pinhole p; (ts s�1) (1)RBND = ount rate;BND; (ts s�1) (2)ABND = open area;BND; ( m2) (3)where the subsript BND refers to the Beam Normalization Detetors (BND). The e�etivearea for pinhole p is evaluated asA(s)e� ;p = ABND R(s)pRBND m2 (4)5 / 43

Chandra PSF WingsThe area of the pinhole is Ap;mm = �d2p4 mm2 (5)where dp is the diameter of the pinhole in mm.The solid angle subtended by the pinhole is
p = ApF 2f sterad (6)= � �4:8481368 � 10�6dp2Ff �2 arse2 (7)where Ff is the �nite onjugate foal length (nominally 10275 mm) appropriate to the XRCFground alibration on�guration.For eah pinhole size and position, we de�ne a pinhole orretion fator, w, asw � 12F1 �2 ; 2 ; 2; a2r2p � (8)where a is the pinhole radius, r is the o�-axis distane, and 2F1 is a hypergeometri funtion.This fator aounts for the slope of the PSF aross the pinhole; this is partiularly importantfor the nearest o�-axis points in eah san, whih are o�set by only a pinhole diameter fromthe speular image. The value of  was obtained by using the loal logarithmi derivative ofthe �t funtion loation of the pinhole enter.Thus, the surfae brightness at the loation of the pinhole is estimated asS(s)p = R(s)p
p (ts s�1 sterad�1) (9)Let F = RBNDABND (ts s�1 m�2) (10)be the soure ux as seen by the BND's. The normalized surfae brightness is thenS(s)norm;p = S(s)pF (11)= R(s)p
(s)p A(s)BNDR(s)BND (12)= A(s)e� ;p
(s)p ( m2 sterad�1) (13)6 / 43



Chandra PSF WingsFinally, apply the pinhole orretion fator and normalize by the total 35 mm pinhole e�etivearea for the shell S(s);orrnorm;p = w(s)p S(s)norm;pA(s)e� ;35 (14)This represents the estimate for the normalized surfae brightness, (ts s�1 arse�2 =soure ts s�1).4.1 Surfae Brightness and 2W1For a given mirror pair, the surfae brightness pro�les at di�erent energies an be ombinedto estimate PSD \2W1" funtions desribing the surfae roughness. Eah spatial frequenyin the roughness distribution di�rats the X-rays aording to the di�ration equation. Forgrazing inidene reetion at graze angle �, and X-ray wavelength �, the �rst order di�ra-tion angle � is related to the spatial frequeny f byf = � sin�=� (15)The value of 2W1 desribing the one-dimensional PSD is (O'Dell et al. 1992, Eq. 7):2W (s)1 (f) = f (s)E (�)16� � �sin�sh �4 ���f= � sin�sh� (16)or 2W (s)1 (f) = � (s)E (�)16� � �sin�sh �3 (17)where f = � sin�=� is the spatial frequeny orresponding to an X-ray with wavelength �, �is the o�-axis angle, � is the mean graze angle for the mirror shell, � is the X-ray wavelength,and  (s)E is the surfae brightness for shell sh at energy E, normalized to the on-axis e�etivearea for the full shell, measured using the 35 mm diameter pinhole (i.e.,  (s)E = Sorrnorm;p).Note that this de�nition provides 2W1 per surfae; for the Wolter type I opti with twosurfaes, X-ray sattering is double that implied by the 2W1 PSD. Conventionally, the 2W1has units if �A2mm, and the spatial frequeny f has units mm�1.2W1an be rewritten in terms of energy:2W (s)1 (f)���f= �E sin�shh = � (s)E (�)16� � hE sin�sh �3 (18)where h is Plank's onstant and  is the speed of light.The resulting 2W (s)1 (f) values for eah shell, sh, are �t to an exponentially trunated powerlaw: 2W (s)1 (f) = Kb;shf�p1 ;sh exp (�f=f0 ;sh) ; (19)7 / 43

Chandra PSF Wingswhere Kb;sh is the value of the �t at f0 ;sh. The smaller mirror shells (MP4 and MP6) aresteeper at smaller f , so these are �t to broken power laws with an exponential trunation:2W (s)1 (f) = Kb;shf�p1 ;sh exp (�f=f0 ;sh) ; f � fb;sh (20)= Kfp2 ;sh�p1 ;shb;sh f�p2 ;sh exp (�f=f0 ;sh) ; f > fb;sh (21)For simpliity in ombining the �ts, all the �ts are tabulated in the form of exponentiallytrunated broken powerlaws; in the ases where only a single powerlaw is used, p2 ;sh and fbare set to provide an equivalent broken powerlaw, i.e.,p2 ;sh � p1 ;sh (22)fb � 10 (23)Given the resulting 2W1 �ts, the surfae brightness pro�le for a given shell is derived for agiven energy:  E ;sh(�) = 16� �E sin�shh �3 2W1 ;sh(f)� ���f= �E sin�shh (24)These are ombined into a normalized surfae brightness pro�le for the full HRMA: E ;HRMA(�) = 16�� Xsh ( Ae� ;shAe� ;HRMA �E sin�shh �3 2W1 ;sh(f)���f= �E sin�shh ) (25)or,  E ;HRMA(�) = 1:2786� 10�18�arse�Xsh � Ae� ;shAe� ;HRMA [EkeV sin�sh ℄3 2W1 ;sh(f)���f(�arse;EkeV;sin�sh )��ts s�1 arse�2soure ts s�1 � (26)where f = 3:91025 �arseEkeV sin�sh mm�1; (27)�arse is the angle (in arse) between the sattered photon and the diret image, and EkeV isthe photon energy in keV. The Ae� ;sh and Ae� ;HRMA are the on-axis e�etive areas (nominallythe 35 mm diameter pinhole e�etive areas, or where neessary, the interpolated e�etivearea).The resulting �t oeÆients are given in Table 1. The fmin and fmax olumns give theapproximate range over whih ground measurements are available.Plots omparing the �ts to the data are provided in Appendix B. There is a onsider-able spread in the data points (several �0:1 dex); see the bottom panels in Appendix B.8 / 43



Chandra PSF WingsTo better quantify the the distribution, the data were binned in broad f ranges (< 2,2{5, 5{10, 10{20, 20{50, 50{100, 100{200, and > 200). The 15.85% and 84.15% per-entiles (enlosing the entral 68.3% of the points) were omputed for the distributionsof log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model). The results are plotted in Appendix C. There remainsystemati trends in the �ts vs. the data, so the �ts should be regarded as provisional.The surfae brightness pro�les for individual shells were evaluated using Eq. 24 are in Ap-pendix D.Finally, surfae brightness pro�les for the full HRMA, evaluated at seleted energies, areplotted in Fig. 1. Table 1: 2W1 �t oeÆients for individual shellsShell p1 ;s p2 ;s fb;s Kb;s f0 sin�s fmin fmax1 0.951 0.951 10.0 5.2 303.4 1.4893E-2 1.50 3703 1.242 1.242 10.0 3.5 443.7 1.1984E-2 1.20 6334 1.962 1.138 3.8 11.2 177.2 1.0588E-2 1.10 4706 2.306 0.861 4.5 22.8 78.8 7.8539E-3 0.16 520The integrated surfae brightness outside a radius � (an \exluded energy", the fration ofthe PSF outside �) was omputed from the above pro�les and is presented in Fig. 2.
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Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 1: Surfae brightness pro�le for the full HRMA, evaluated from the 2W1 �ts to indi-vidual mirror pairs.
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Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 2: Flux fration outside � (exluded energy fration). This is the integral of thepro�le outward from �, based on the surfae brightness pro�les evaluated from the2W1 �ts to individual mirror pairs.
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Chandra PSF Wings5 CaveatsThis report disusses work in progress; the redution and analysis will be revisited and redoneas more is learned from analysis of other bright X-ray soures, and also as the understandingof the systematis in the ground alibration improves.6 Suggestions for Future Work� The 2W1 saling allows the surfae brightness pro�les to be evaluated for di�erentenergies. For omparison with on-orbit data, the pro�le for a given energy band shouldbe integrated over the soure spetrum. This would take into aount the variation ofthe pro�le with energy.� The pro�les an be improved using high quality on-orbit data for soure with low NHolumns. Using the 2W1-based pro�les as a baseline, the residuals an be parameterizedas funtions of energy and o�-axis angle. The 2W1-based pro�les an aount for muhof the energy and angular variation, with an empirial orretion fator (probablyenergy dependent) aounting for the residuals.
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Chandra PSF WingsA Wing San MeasurementsTable 2: XRCF Single Quadrant Wing San Measurements (by shell and quadrant)Energy diam T1 N1 B1 S1 T3 N3 B3 S3 T4 N4 B4 S4 T6 N6 B6 S6(keV) (mm)0.277 1 �0.277 4 �0.277 10 �0.277 20 �0.277 351.486 1 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �1.486 4 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �1.486 10 � � � � � � � � � �1.486 20 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �1.486 35 � � � � � � � �4.51 1 � � � � � � �4.51 4 � � � � � � �4.51 10 � � � � � � �4.51 20 � � � � � � �4.51 35 � � � � �5.41 1 � � �5.41 4 � � �5.41 10 � � �5.41 20 � � �5.41 35 � � �6.4 1 � � � � � � � � � � � �6.4 4 � � � � � � � � � � � �6.4 10 � � � � � � � � � � � �6.4 20 � � � � � � � � � � � �6.4 35 � � � � �8.03 1 � � �y � �8.03 4 � � �y � �8.03 10 � � �y � �8.03 20 � � �y � �8.03 35 � �y �yCMDB indiates yaw = �1:880; other logs indiate that yaw = +1:880was atually used.
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Chandra PSF WingsB 2W1 Fits for Individual ShellsIn this appendix, the data for individual shells and energies are ompared to the preditionsbased on the �ts of 2W1 to the full data set for eah shell.
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Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 3: Top: Data and �t for shell 1. Bottom: Data/Model. 15 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 4: Top: Data and �t for shell 3. Bottom: Data/Model. 16 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 5: Top: Data and �t for shell 4. Bottom: Data/Model. 17 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 6: Top: Data and �t for shell 6. Bottom: Data/Model. 18 / 43



Chandra PSF WingsC Perentiles: log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model) for IndividualShellsThere is a onsiderable spread (several dex) in the data points; see the bottom panels inAppendix B. To better quantify the the distribution, the data were binned in broad franges (> 2, 2{5, 5{10, 10{20, 20{50, 50{100, 100{200, and > 200). The 15.85% and 84.15%perentiles (enlosing the entral 68.3% of the points) were omputed for the distributionsof log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model). In these �gures, the points indiate the median values forlog10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model). The lower error bar indiates the 15.85% perentile and theupper error bar the 84.15% perentile. That is, the error bars enlose the entral 68.3% ofthe distribution. The horizontal error bars indiate the range in the f values within eahbroad bin.
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Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 7: Top: 15.85%, 50%, and 84.15% perentiles of log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model) forshell 1. The horizontal error bar indiates the range of f values in the bin. Bottom:15.85%, 50%, and 84.15% perentiles of log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model) for shell 3.The horizontal error bar indiates the range of f values in the bin. 20 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 8: Top: 15.85%, 50%, and 84.15% perentiles of log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model) forshell 4. The horizontal error bar indiates the range of f values in the bin. Bottom:15.85%, 50%, and 84.15% perentiles of log10 2W1 (data)=2W1 (model) for shell 6.The horizontal error bar indiates the range of f values in the bin. 21 / 43

Chandra PSF WingsD Surfae Brightness Pro�les
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Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 9: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 6, 0.277 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 23 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 10: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 1, 1.486 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 24 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 11: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 3, 1.486 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 25 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 12: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 4, 1.486 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 26 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 13: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 6, 1.486 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 27 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 14: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 1, 4.51 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 28 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 15: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 3, 4.51 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 29 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 16: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 4, 4.51 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 30 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 17: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 6, 4.51 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 31 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 18: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 3, 5.41 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 32 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 19: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 4, 5.41 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 33 / 43
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Figure 20: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 6, 5.41 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 34 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 21: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 3, 6.4 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 35 / 43
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Figure 22: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 4, 6.4 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 36 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 23: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 6, 6.4 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 37 / 43

Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 24: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 4, 8.03 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 38 / 43



Chandra PSF Wings

Figure 25: Top: Data vs. Model; shell 6, 8.03 keV. Bottom: Data/Model. 39 / 43

Chandra PSF WingsE Quadrant Shutter VignettingThe vignetting limit is estimated asÆRin = Rh � �Rh �RsoDqs �Dfp (28)and ÆRout = Rh � �Rh � RsiDqs �Dfp (29)where the various radii and distanes are indiated in Figs. 26{29. The pinhole is rejetedif its enter lies within a pinhole radius of ÆRin or ÆRout of the speular image; the signs forthe o�sets are set appropriately depending on whih mirror quadrant is under onsideration.
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NOTES:

. Axial distances are from the CAP midplane to the −X side of the Y−axis shutters;

  The Z−axis shutters are in 0.375" in the +X direction from the Y−axis shutters.
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+X

.  Tolerance between blades and CAP midplane is of order +/−0.25".Figure 28: Shemati of the quadrant shutter aperture radii and axial positioning.Shemati: quadrant shutter radii and axial positioning: PS
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Figure 29: Shemati of the quadrant shutter vignetting alulation.Shemati: quadrant shutter vignetting alulation: PS
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